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An Investigation of Highly Identified Fans Who Bet Against their Favorite Teams
Highlights
1. Some highly identified fans Bet Against their Favorite Teams (BAFT).
2. These non-normative behaviors are explored, described, and explained.
3. For some fans, financial gains offset a perceived impending emotional loss.
4. These fans Hedge Against Future Failure (HAFF) as a self-image management strategy.
5. Unlike BIRGing and CORFing, HAFFing is transactional, proactive, and private.
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An Investigation of Highly Identified Fans Who Bet Against their Favorite Teams

Abstract
Using a mixed-method exploratory approach we describe and explain the seemingly nonnormative behaviors of highly identified fans who Bet Against their Favorite Teams (BAFT).
Axial coding of qualitative data from 190 survey respondents and two focus groups indicates the
emergence of common themes allowing a typology to unfold that explains the motives for and
against BAFTing. Results reveal that Gamblers BAFT for reasons un-related to fandom.
Hedgers, on the other hand, BAFT precisely because they are fans; they offset a perceived
impending emotional loss with a financial gain, a behavior we identify as Hedging Against
Future Failure (HAFFing). This research expands the theoretical knowledge of indirect tactics of
image management and introduces HAFFing as a transactional, proactive, and private coping
mechanism utilized by highly identified fans to regulate their psychological health. Beyond the
implications for researchers of self-image management, these results are applicable to global
sport managers adapting to the rising prominence and societal acceptance of sport gambling.
Keywords: social identity theory, self-image management, self-concept, emotional
hedging, gambling, consumer behavior
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An Investigation of Highly Identified Fans Who Bet Against their Favorite Teams
1. Introduction
Through the lens of social identity and self-categorization theory, we understand that
individuals define themselves in part by the groups with which they identify (Hogg, 2003;
Turner, 1982). Given that social identity (or the "collective self") is a key part of one's selfconcept (Ashmore, Deaux, & McLaughlin-Volpe, 2004; Sedikides & Brewer, 2001), it follows
that alignment with social groups can be used as a mechanism to maintain or enhance one's selfconcept (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Tajfel & Turner, 1986).
In the case of identification with sport teams, a fan is an individual with a psychological
connection to a team (Funk & James, 2001). A fan's psychological well-being is derived from
processes such as the sense of belonging experienced when associating with others and the selfesteem gains garnered when a favored team wins (Wann, 2006). It is, therefore, logical for a fan
to desire team wins and engage in normative fan behavior that helps associate the fan with others
in the group, keeping in mind that normative group behaviors are not explicitly documented and
vary across cultures (Hogg, 2003). Given these expectations, imagine our surprise when a
passionate sports fan and alumnus of the University of Michigan recounted a time in which he
bet that Michigan would lose against The Ohio State University in their annual football rivalry;
in other words, he placed a financial wager that Ohio State would win. This action runs counter
to North American-based conceptualizations of normative fan behavior, appears to advocate for
a team loss, and, to many, is an inconceivable act of betrayal. Some colleagues shared our
disbelief, suggesting that this "highly identified fan" must instead have been a "normal fan"
prone to such folly, while other colleagues outside of North America seemed less bothered by the
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wager. The reality is that highly identified fans do bet against their favorite teams (BAFT) even
though current academic models of highly identified fans do not seem to support or acknowledge
that BAFTing could be possible, in any cultural context. This research aims to bridge the chasm
between academic expectations and the realities of this peculiar fan behavior while also
underscoring the potential impacts of BAFTing for sport organizations.
Professional sport teams' financial success is bolstered by highly identified fans'
attendance and consumption behaviors (McDonald, Karg, & Vocino, 2013; Wann &
Branscombe, 1993). Given that direct revenue generation derives from a stable fan identity, Trail
et al. (2012) argue that "the knowledge of team identification should be a cornerstone of
customer-relationship management" (p. 352). From this perspective, Doyle, Lock, Filo, Funk,
and McDonald (2016) call for more research on the myriad identity maintenance strategies of
sports fans, especially in cases where that identity may be threatened. Research on BAFTing
helps answer this call as we identify more complex mechanisms by which fans maintain their
identity. Research on BAFTing may be even more prescient with experts predicting that the U.S.
could legalize sports gambling within the next five years (Cohn, 2015). Despite the popularity of
sport wagering within other countries and the need for managers to strategize around fans'
construction of their social identities, remarkably little is known about the ways in which highly
identified fans use gambling to regulate their self-image.
From a scholarly perspective, the idea that a fan might wager against their favorite team
has been mentioned in both the psychology (Massey, Simmons, & Armor, 2011) and economics
literatures (Bosman & van Winden, 2002) in the context of decision making under uncertainty.
In proposing future research, Massey et al. (2011) hypothesized BAFTing behavior might occur
as a type of "strategic hedge against the emotional pain associated with a favorite team's loss" (p.
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280) but did not test the proposition. To explain the outcomes of lab experiments on the
influence of emotions on behavior, Bosman and van Winden (2002) called the same behavior
"emotional hedging" (p. 160). Thus, while it has been proposed that BAFTing could explain
experimental results from emotional decision making, suggesting the behavior is possible is very
different than studying it in practice. Our understanding of BAFTing remains at the incipient
stage of development and we find this lack of deep research of the phenomenon to be a
significant gap in the literature. This paper explores, describes, and explains the peculiar
phenomenon of highly identified fans placing financial wagers that their favorite team will lose.
In doing so we provide evidence to answer a series of important questions:
•

Do highly identified fans really bet against their favorite teams?

•

Where, how, and how often does this behavior occur?

•

What are fans' motivations for this BAFTing behavior?

•

How does BAFTing align with theories of fan behavior and fan identity?

The paper begins by discussing the theories that explain normative fan behaviors. We
then use surveys and focus groups in an exploratory approach to describe the characteristics of
BAFTing in terms of where, how, and how often it occurs. Next, axial coding of qualitative data
in alignment with gambling motives, social identity theory (SIT), and other known behavioral
measures of group association indicates the emergence of common motivational themes that
allow a typology of BAFTers and non-BAFTers to unfold. An unintended outcome of this
exploratory research is the identification of a new behavioral measure of group association that
adds to our theoretical understanding of indirect image management (Wann, 2006). The paper
concludes by offering suggestions for practitioners and future research directions.
2. Existing understanding of fan identification and norms
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Before trying to understand BAFTers' motives, we must first examine why the prevalent
view, particularly in North America, is that a highly identified fan would not BAFT. Fans are
understood to internalize team success as personal success, basking in the reflective glory
(BIRGing) of their teams' triumphs (Cialdini, Borden, Thorne, Walker, Freeman, & Sloan,
1976), and to internalize team failures as personal failures (Wann, Melnick, Russell, & Pease,
2001). Disposition theory suggests that the strongest reactions come from the most highly
identified fans (cf. Sapolsky, 1980) who have a variety of affective, cognitive, and behavioral
responses to loss in order to return to a state of positive psychological well-being. Reactive
behaviors are expected to adhere to group norms and do not include self-criticism. Thus, we
begin by examining some of the existing knowledge on prototypical behavior, reluctance to selfcriticism, and known responses to losing. We follow with known motives for gambling.
2.1. Normative fan behaviors and prototypes
Two main benefits of self-categorization and its associated social identity processes are
self-esteem benefits and reduction in social uncertainty (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002; Hogg
& Terry, 2000; Turner, 1982). To reduce social uncertainty, highly identified individuals learn
appropriate social behavior through the norms of their social groups. Further, individuals'
adherence to group attitudes, feelings, and behaviors can result in greater social standing within
the group (Marques, Abrams, Paez, & Martinez-Taboada, 1998). Highly identified group
members may seek to emulate the group prototype—a cognitive representation of the group's
defining attributes and behaviors—in order to be seen and/or see themselves as exemplary
members (Hogg, 2003; Jetten, Spears, & Manstead, 1998). In the case of expansive social
categorizations, such as a team's fan base, there are few explicitly documented norms and, thus,
individual group members' conceptualizations of prototypical behavior may vary. Prototypes
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become what Hogg (2003) describes as "fuzzy sets" (p. 468) which leads to internal
differentiation within groups. If fans are placing financial wagers that their team will lose, the
fans' behavior may be interpreted as deviating from that of the prototypical fan and from the
prescriptive norms of the group. Individuals seeking to adhere to the fan prototype should
therefore eschew this behavior.
2.2. Responses to losing
Highly identified fans' self-esteem and identity are often influenced by team success (Van
Leeuwen, Quick, & Daniel, 2000). As such, these fans are known to suffer negative outcomes
from a favorite team's loss due to the loss being viewed as a reflection of oneself, including
decreased self-esteem, mood, and public image (cf. Hirt, Zillmann, Erickson, & Kennedy, 1992).
As the most highly identified fans are less likely to reduce their association with a poorly
performing team (Branscombe & Wann, 1992; Hirt et al., 1992; Wann & Branscombe, 1990),
they often engage in other reactive behaviors to deal with the loss, such as focusing on other
aspects of the team (Roccas & Brewer, 2002), derogating ("blasting") the opponent (Cialdini &
Richardson, 1980), or engaging in aggressive behaviors (Branscombe & Wann, 1992).
Ultimately, highly identified fans are understood to be motivated to take some action in the face
of a loss to restore their positive self-concept (Wakefield & Wann, 2006).
Wann (2006) refers to these behavioral responses to loss as coping strategies and
summarizes them into five response sets, including Allegiance Bias and Manipulation of
Associations with a Team. Sport scholars have paid significant attention to studying the ways
that fans manipulate their associations with their teams. For example, we have seen that after a
win, fans can BIRG or Cut Off Future Failure (COFF) (Wann, Hamlet, Wilson, & Hodges,
1995); whereas after a loss, fan options include Cutting Off Reflected Failure (CORFing)
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(Snyder, Lassegard, & Ford, 1986) and derogating rival out groups by Blasting (Cialdini &
Richardson, 1980). These manipulations of group associations are referred to as indirect tactics
of image management and include a variety of behaviors related to positive and negative
connections to favorable and unfavorable others (Cialdini, 1989). Most of these strategies are
derived to deal with the aftermath of a team loss, yet none of these coping strategies would
predict a fan placing a bet that their favorite team will lose. Section 5 pays considerable attention
to reconciling BAFTing's place within these fan coping strategies.
2.3. Gambling motives
Gambling's place at the center of BAFTing suggests that gambling motives may inform
the interpretation of our data. Gambling motives are traditionally based on wealth maximization,
utility maximization, and risk preferences (Conlisk, 1993), though recent research suggests that
sport gamblers are motivated by experiential utility (Mao, Zhang, & Connaughton, 2015) and
consumption benefits (Humphreys, Paul, & Weinbach, 2013) more so than financial gain. The
cross-sectional approach of Neighbors, Lostutter, Cronce, and Larimer (2002) identified 16
gambling motives, which we simplify into four commonly accepted categories: enhancement,
social, coping, and monetary. Enhancement motives describe those who gamble for fun or
excitement (cf. Back, Lee, & Stinchfield, 2011; Platz & Millar, 2001). Social motives include
gambling to socialize with other people or gambling because one's friends do (cf. Lee, Lee,
Bernhard, & Yoon, 2006; Stewart & Zack, 2008). Coping motives include escaping from daily
routines, to relax, or to forget one's worries (cf. Loroz, 2004; Stewart & Zack, 2008). Lastly,
monetary motives involve winning money (Park, Yang, Lee, Jang, & Stokowski, 2002).1 None

1

A reviewer pointed out that these gambling motives are also known motives for fandom (Wann, 1995).
Despite this interesting overlap, we focus on already highly identified fans (regardless of their initial motive for
fandom). Although it is possible that some were initially drawn to sports for economic or gambling motives, there is
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of these studies assess the team a gambler is betting for or against in reference to their fandom.
3. Methods, instruments, and samples
We conducted mixed methods research to explore, describe, and explain BAFTing
behavior from the perspective of highly identified fans (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). The mixedmethod research design included an online survey, which collected both open-ended qualitative
data and quantitative data, and two focus groups (Creswell, 2013) which allowed us to expand
our results (Rudd & Johnson, 2010). An exploratory and inductive approach was used with the
qualitative data because no existing theory describes or explains BAFTing behaviors outside of
laboratory settings.
3.1. Survey
A Qualtrics online survey sought to confirm that BAFTing does indeed exist as well to
explore how, where, and when it occurs. As an important research question involved whether
fans who claim they BAFT are highly identified, the survey began with seven questions from
Wann and Branscombe's (1993) Sport Spectator Identification Scale to determine respondents'
levels of identification, where 56 is the maximum identification score. Remaining questions
focused on betting frequency, behavior, and motivation, with the emphasis that we were not
asking about wagering related to fantasy sports. Questions assessing frequency of sport betting
asked respondents to approximate the total number of sport-related financial wagers that they
placed in a given year and, for those who identified that they BAFT, the number of times per
venue (casinos, bookies, friends/family, office pools, online gambling sites, and others) that they

no a priori evidence that these fans would be more likely to BAFT. Future research on BAFTing could also
integrate the Sport Fan Motivation Scale to further investigate this link.
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placed financial wagers that their team would lose. These questions which might normally be
answered with quantitative data were collected as open-ended responses because we had no preconceived notions of how often they would occur. All responses were re-coded to numerical
values to generate minimum, mean, and maximum values.
To address research questions on motives, questions that asked why participants did or
did not BAFT were similarly open-ended, such as "Explain why you placed a financial wager
that your favorite team would lose" and "Describe the last time you placed a financial wager that
your favorite team would lose." Those who reported never BAFTing were instead asked "Why
have you never placed a financial wager that your favorite team would lose?" Open-ended
questions provided a richer understanding of why BAFTing occurs (cf. Inglis, 1992) ultimately
enabling us to describe how BAFTing behavior aligns with theories of fan behavior, fan identity,
and gambling motives.
Each author independently coded these open-ended responses resolving differences with
discussion. Given the exploratory nature of this research, codes were generated inductively from
the data and axial coding grouped the codes into motivational themes. While the codes were
generated strictly from the data, the identification of themes was done while working
dialectically between the literature and the data, particularly within the areas of prototypical fan
behavior, self-criticism, responses to losing, and gambling.
As defined in Section 1, BAFTing is conducted by highly identified fans and by fans who
are willing to wager on sport in general. To identify these individuals, we purposively sought
participants who had a high likelihood of being highly identified fans (cf. Coyne, 1997) by
recruiting through announcements in undergraduate and graduate sport management classes at
two U.S. universities. A total of 360 useable surveys were obtained through voluntary
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participation and respondents received no incentives for their involvement. Participants ranged in
age from 18 to 40, all held at least a high school diploma or equivalent, and the graduate students
(55% of the respondents) had experience working in the sport industry through full-time
positions or internships as required by their graduate program. Of the 360 responses, 313 were
highly identified fans of which 39% (n=123, ID=46.7) had never placed a financial wager and
were subsequently discarded from further analysis. The highly identified fans who had placed
financial wagers on sports were the focus of our study (n=190, ID=48.2) of which 58% were
graduate students. These highly identified fans who had gambled were classified as either
BAFTers or non-BAFTers based on their response to the question, "Have you ever placed a
financial wager that your favorite team would lose?" As expected, the majority of highly
identified fans who bet were non-BAFTers (n=150, ID=48.2) and only 21% (n=40, ID=48.3)
were BAFTers.
3.1. Focus Groups
A total of 12 focus group participants were recruited through their completion of the
survey and consisted of both BAFTers (n=5, ID=49.4) and non-BAFTers (n=7, ID=47.8). Prior
to the focus group they gave consent for both participation in and digital recording of the
conversation. Each focus group lasted approximately 35 minutes and participants were given
pizza during the conversation as compensation for their time.
The themes and results from the qualitative survey data were used to generate semistructured questions that guided the two focus groups. Core questions involved why a participant
did or did not BAFT. Probing questions served to uncover deeper understanding of where, how,
and why participants BAFTed. The mix of highly identified fans who had and had not BAFTed
led to an engaged discussion of the role of BAFTing in relation to fandom. Each group defended
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its own position and, in the process, provided valuable insight into their motivational thought
processes.
Remarks from the focus groups were transcribed. Each author independently coded the
transcripts, again generating codes inductively from the data. Those codes were then compared
with the codes and themes identified during the survey data analysis. Though the authors'
approach lent itself to the emergence of new findings, no additional themes emerged. Rather, the
focus groups served as useful validation of the themes that emerged from the survey.
<insert Table 1 about here>
4. Findings
4.1. Who? Where? How? How often?
There were no statistically significant differences between the social identification scores
of BAFTers and non-BAFTers in either the survey or focus groups (Table 1). This indicates that
BAFTing behavior is not related to one's level of identification and supports the assertion that
BAFTers are highly identified fans.
Most BAFTers utilized multiple venues for wagering. Sixty percent reported placing bets
with friends and family, as captured by comments such as, "Me and my dad bet fifty dollars on
the panthers [sic] and Cowboys game last year" (SR2 #210). Online betting (38%) and sports
books (35%) were the second and third most common venue to BAFT. Online betting had the
highest number of overall bets, followed by friends and family. It should be noted that these
channels of wagering are likely more common in the U.S., where gambling is illegal in nearly all
states, than in other countries with more prevalence of sport gambling (e.g., United Kingdom or

2

Throughout the paper we refer to survey respondents as SR and focus group members as FGM.
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Australia).
When asked to "Describe the last time you placed a financial wager that your favorite
team would lose," participants reported BAFTing in a wide variety of cases including office
pools and trips to Las Vegas (where gambling is legal). Survey respondent #214 reported
BAFTing, "At a Las Vegas Sportsbook this summer. My team was struggling and the Orioles
were the underdogs and red hot at the time." BAFTing was also reported during playoff or
championship games, which is consistent with findings of higher volumes of sports gambling at
the end of the season (Humphreys et al., 2013).
Table 1 illustrates the BAFTers in our sample placed a higher average number of sportrelated wagers each year than non-BAFTers. But, as we describe in Section 4.2.1.2., the averages
of BAFTers are inflated by the presence of individuals who BAFT because they are first and
foremost gamblers, not because of reasons related to fandom. The number of all-time BAFT
wagers ranged from 1 to 111 with a median of 4. The range and median indicate a spread of
light, medium, and heavy gamblers.
4.2. Why and why not?
Open ended survey responses and focus group remarks were coded to understand why
some fans BAFT and some do not. Table 2 shows sample open codes and how they were
aggregated during axial coding. The codes are grouped by respondents' attitude toward
BAFTing, which illustrates the different language and motives used by these groups.
<insert Table 2 about here>
Through the coding process, themes manifested themselves in four combinations,
allowing the emergence of a typology of belief profiles that explained why participants did or did
not BAFT. The way respondents interpreted and acted on BAFTing was classified into four
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different types of individuals summarized in Table 3; Hedgers and Gamblers engage in
BAFTing while Deniers and Objectors do not. All four types of fans share the desire for their
team to always win, a result consistent with their high levels of fan identification. Likewise,
game results have a similar impact on all respondents' self-concepts as both groups' members'
social identities are entwined with their teams (Ashmore et al., 2004).
Where BAFTers and non-BAFTers differ is in their views on acceptable fan behavior,
their optimism in predicting game outcomes, and in their ability to use money as a reasonable
compensation for emotional loss. The remainder of this section uses quotes from both focus
groups and open-ended survey questions to provide descriptions of themes that help understand
the BAFTing phenomenon. We begin each section with an overall summary and then describe
the particulars of that group.
<insert Table 3 about here>
4.2.1. BAFTers
While there are distinctions among the two types of BAFTers, Hedgers and Gamblers, all
BAFTers share three key qualities: the perceived knowledge that their team can (or will) lose; a
view of the prototypical fan that does not negatively implicate the act of gambling against the
team; and the desire for their favorite team to win even if they have bet against the team.
Believing that the team can lose is a necessary condition of BAFTing. If a loss were
inconceivable, betting on a loss would not be an option, as is the case for the Deniers described
further below. In quite the opposite way, respondents report BAFTing when certain that their
team will lose, a belief they attribute to their superior knowledge of their team. For example,
when explaining why they engage in BAFTing, respondents say, "Because I know my teams
[sic] strengths & weaknesses better than other teams and I know when they have a bad match-
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up" (SR #89) and "Many starting players were out and as a fan I knew that they could not pull
off the win" (SR #130). What the participants repeatedly refer to as "knowing" is consistent with
past research that highly identified fans' believe they have greater objective knowledge about
their teams (Wann & Branscombe, 1995). The conclusion that the team will fail is not unique in
itself, but the action that stems from this knowledge (the BAFT) is unique.
This leads to the second commonality among BAFTers: their ability to reconcile being a
"true fan" with placing a bet that their team will lose. SIT predicts acquiescence to the group
prototype (Hogg, 2003) and, for sport fans, that group prototype of being a true fan typically
prohibits BAFTing, particularly in the North American context. From the BAFTer's perspective,
however, betting against one's team is not incompatible with being a prototypical fan. Said one
respondent, "If you're thinking rationally, yeah, I don't think it impacts your fandom of a team by
betting against them" (FGM #10); another commented, "When you know your team as a true fan,
you know when they have a good chance at losing" (SR #57). For this respondent, a dominant
trait of the "true fan" prototype is knowledge of one's team. Thus, the act of tying potential
financial loss to team performance is interpreted as a demonstration of the veritable knowledge
possessed by true fans rather than a betrayal of team loyalty.
Other fans resolve their BAFTing behavior by separating the wagering process from the
construction of fan identity, typically describing the separation through terms like "logic" and
"emotion." Survey respondent #159 concisely stated, "I'm logical," while more verbose
respondents stated, "Being a fan is irrational, so betting is rational, you bet with your mind, you
root for a team with your heart" (FGM #10) and "because they're going to win or lose regardless,
I might as well capitalize monetarily on that outcome" (FGM #2).
The third commonality among BAFTers is something shared with non-BAFTers: the
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desire for their team to win is unwavering. Respondents made it clear, both in private responses
on surveys and when confronted by non-BAFTers in focus groups, that BAFTing did not make
them root any less devoutly for their team to succeed. This is captured in the following
statement: "When I wager against my team (which is seldom), it does not take away at all from
my desire for my team to win. 100% of me desires that my team win and that I lose my wager"
(SR #21). Another said, "I'm rooting for [my team] to win and so I lose my bet. If they win and I
lose my bet I'm really cool with that; it makes me happy" (FGM #7). The conclusion from these
statements is that BAFTers' first preference is to lose their bet and enjoy a team victory. But,
failing that, they are comfortable accepting financial gain in the wake of their team's loss.
BAFTing behavior may seem surprising based on SIT, but it becomes consistent when
understood through the internal interpretations of the action by BAFTers. BAFTers combine
their reconciling of their fan identity with their perceived knowledge of a team loss to
proactively tie financial outcomes to their beliefs. The objectives for taking this next step, and
the thought processes that go into the decision process, are what distinguish the two types of
BAFTers: Hedgers and Gamblers.3
4.2.1.1. Hedgers
Like all BAFTers, Hedgers begin with a certainty their team will lose based on their
superior knowledge of the team, a feature they describe as "knowing" that their team will lose
(Wann, Morris-Shirkey, Peters, & Suggs, 2002). The essential quality of Hedgers is the ability to
recognize that the team's impending loss will generate a decrease in their emotional state and that

3

We identified one other BAFTer who did not fit neatly into the above classifications. This bettor used BAFTing as
a form of social justice to "punish" teams for making decisions with which the individual disagreed. This BAFTer
aligns in some ways with Pons, Giroux, Maltese, and Mourali’s (2014) view of dysfunctional fans who have a lovehate relationship with their favorite team, yet we only observed one respondent who fit this description. Further
investigation will need to be conducted to better understand such individuals.
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they can take action to mitigate that loss. That is, these fans are managing their self-concept by
proactively regulating their emotions. Said one respondent, "If you're going to be depressed, why
not be depressed with a little bit of money?" (FGM #5). Another BAFTer described it as a
coping strategy by saying, "If my team loses, then the financial winnings would help me cope
with the loss" (SR #241). A focus group participant stated, "I bet against my team and I see it as
a win-win. If they win and I lose my money then I'm happy they won. And if they lose I'm sad
that they lost but I won money" (FGM #7).
The behaviors described by these respondents are hedges. A hedge is a financial
technique designed to offset the risk of one investment by making another opposing investment.
The hedge reduces the impact of a possible negative future event in the same way that gaining
money may reduce the emotional loss after a team's defeat. While a hedge cannot prevent a
negative event from occurring, it can reduce the impact of the negative event if it does occur. By
definition, a hedge also reduces the potential gain if the negative event does not happen (e.g., if
the team actually wins, the Hedger is happy, but loses some money from the bet). We found that
Hedgers explain their behaviors and emotions in exactly these terms. For example, when
describing why s/he BAFTs, SR #108 stated, "Because if my team wins I feel happy even though
I lost money, and if they lose at least I win some money."
The Hedger's decision process can be illustrated as a series of ranked preferences (see
column three in Table 3). It starts with a self-belief in greater objective knowledge that their
team will lose and that this loss is the worst possible outcome ("Loss"). A better outcome is for
the fan to gain some money as a result of the loss – an outcome that is achieved by BAFTing
("Loss+$"). Again, this hedge cannot prevent a negative event (the loss) from occurring, but it
can reduce the impact of the negative event if it does occur. A survey respondent stated s/he
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BAFTs because, "I knew they were going to lose so I was making a business decision. Also to
offset the sting of a loss, because in a way I still won something. It's like hedging a bet" (SR
#301, emphasis added). If the Hedger is wrong and the team unexpectedly wins the game, this
win plus an associated financial loss is still a better overall outcome than a team loss plus an
associated financial gain ("Win-$"). This order was developed through interpreting quotes such
as, "If they lose I get money. If they win I get happy. Its [sic] a win-win, just that one of them is
a better win" (SR #141) and "It just makes me feel good if they win and I lose money" (FGM
#7). The best case scenario is for the team to win without the fan having placed a bet ("Win");
but, because of the Hedger's belief in their superior knowledge that the team will lose, the
Hedger does not see the best case scenario as a realistic possibility and is willing to accept a loss
of money to protect against the most likely outcome (a team loss).
Hedgers appear to be engaging in emotional hedging, using financial gain as part of the
process. While a team loss represents a hit to one's social self, the financial success provides a
compensating reward. In simpler terms: money is not buying happiness, but it is offsetting
sadness. For example, FGM #2 stated, "if my team loses it's like, 'Aw, they lost.' But, 'Hey, I
won some money.' It's like it [the financial win] kind of negates that [the team loss]." Likewise,
another participant described the emotional hedge thusly: "It was a playoff game so stakes were
higher and I felt… at least I'll [sic] emotionally won't go crazy if they lose and I make some
money. But the other way I'm fine with that too--they'll be going to a Super Bowl!" (FGM #9).
The previous respondent is not alone in BAFTing more around pivotal games. Respondents cited
the greater potential for emotional letdown in big games as making hedging all the more
valuable. For example, "I've done it in pivotal games. It turns into a win-win situation. If my
favorite team wins, I can celebrate the victory. And if they lose, at least i'm [sic] not coming out
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of it empty handed" (SR #23). It is clear from these statements that Hedgers are able to conduct
an exchange calculation between financial gain and emotional loss; as will be noted below, not
all fans possess Hedgers' emotional/financial exchange rate.
4.2.1.2. Gamblers
Whereas the first type of BAFTer was seeking to regulate emotions, the second type of
BAFTer, the Gambler, is one for whom the financial gains from gambling take prominence over
affiliation as a fan. For example, "I look for the lines. I don't seek out my team. I take the best
bet" (FGM #2). Instead of focusing on perceived insider knowledge of wins and losses, one
respondent stated, "Real gamblers play the odds and not their favorite teams" (SR #142).
Choosing the wager that makes the most financial sense implies a complete disconnect between
betting and fandom. We see evidence of this in comments such as, "Sometimes I have so much
stuff going, parlays and stuff, as I'm watching a game, I have no idea whether or not I chose [my
favorite team]" (FGM #2).
In terms of the gambling motives identified in Section 2.3., the BAFTers we classified as
Gamblers are best described as exhibiting enhancement and monetary motives. In terms of
enhancement, focus group member #2 stated, "It makes games that don't matter really fun to
watch." Later in the focus group, he explained, "See, what makes it fun for me is my emotions
being in flux." These comments indicate that enjoyment of watching his team play is heightened
by gambling, even when the outcome may result in losing money. The enhancement may even
come from improving one's self-concept through seeing oneself as a better gambler, a
psychological benefit seen among experienced gamblers (Loroz, 2004). Through viewing
gambling as hedonistic consumption, Gamblers place a priority for gambling over their fandom
and we see that the fun from winning a bet is separate from the enjoyment of being a fan.
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Monetary motives were also recurrent among this group. Survey respondent #191
explained, "Even though I am a die hard [sic] Tar Heels fan, when money is involved I will
always go for the team that is better or has the better chance to win." Another survey respondent
stated, "I'm a huge 49ers fan but I'm even more of a fan of money" (SR #1). There was clear
evidence that money was a priority: "For me, particularly in the regular season, no one game is
more important than me winning an amount of money" (FGM #2).
Common among all of our Gamblers is that their motives for BAFTing are uniquely
gambling motives and not related to their fan identity. Gamblers do not feel constrained by
adherence to a fan prototype, at least not one defined by wagering. While all BAFTers
compartmentalize betting and fanship to some degree, neither the act of betting nor the outcome
of the bet impacts Gamblers' self-image as fans. One respondent, who reported gambling 1,500
times per year, stated that any sport wagering is "about making money, not who your favorite
team is" (SR #277).
For the Gambler, the BAFTing decision process starts with the desired gamble – whether
the team wins or loses is relevant only insomuch as it affects the bet. There is no relationship
between outcomes of gambling and the feeling of fanship as a result of team performance. In
Table 3, we illustrate the Gambler's decision process with a pipe to indicate the wall between the
two processes: the gamble ("$") and the game outcome ("Win or Loss"). While gamblers are
BAFTing, they are not motivated to do so because of reasons related to fandom.
4.2.2. Non-BAFTers
The most enduring feature of a non-BAFTer, and the one that provides its name, is that
these fans do not place wagers that their favorite team will lose. While there are distinctions
between the two types of non-BAFTers, they share three key views: thinking about BAFTing
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creates an internal conflict, superstition is an important reason to not BAFT, and they believe
that BAFTers root against their favorite teams.
For non-BAFTers, BAFTing would result in internal conflict as it equates to criticism of
one's team and, in turn, oneself. This conclusion was determined through comments such as, "I
would not bet against my team because that would indicate that I have no loyalty nor [sic] faith
in my team even if they are competing with the best team in the league" (SR #91) and "[I] feel as
though betting against one's team would be a great betrayal" (SR #136). It is clear that when
faced with the possibility of BAFTing, non-BAFTers expressed notions of cognitive dissonance.
For example, "I would feel even worse if I placed a bet on my favorite team to lose and they
ended winning [sic]. I would lose out on my bet and feel guilty that I questioned my team's
ability to win" (SR #111) and "I can't justify the means to an end on that one. I'm winning money
if I win my bet against my team, but losing a little bit of my soul in the process" (SR #93). While
Hedgers and Gamblers are able to reconcile their betting behavior with their views of themselves
as fans, it is clear that non-BAFTers cannot resolve such actions with how they present
themselves as fans.
The views of non-BAFTers are consistent with the traditional understanding posited by
SIT wherein BAFTing would be thought of as self-criticism. Where one's construction of one's
social self equates team failure with personal failure, BAFTing is seen as akin to predicting
failure in oneself. One respondent summed up this view thusly: "I don't understand it. Like, I
never bet against myself, so I don't know why I'd bet against my team" (FGM #12).
Superstition about how fans' actions affect team performance is the second feature
prominent among non-BAFTers. Consistent with the definition of Wann et al. (2013), nonBAFTers feared that their bets, and their desire for the bets to pay off, would negatively affect
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team performance. Respondent comments showed concern over jinxing the team, as evidenced
by statements such as, "I think it would be bad luck/karma to bet against them!" (SR #119), "On
a superstitious note, it would probably bring bad luck to you and/or the team" (SR #136), and "It
feels weird to bet against my favorite team. Like if I bet against them they will lose somehow"
(SR #121). It should be noted that we perceived respondents' superstition as distinct from
comments about "faith" or "belief." The latter terms were used predominantly when discussing
how fans should behave, and thus we aligned these terms with fans' construction of the true fan
prototype. The superstitious comments, on the other hand, implied the individual seeing his or
her will as affecting the game outcome.
Finally, the third feature common among non-BAFTers is the idea that betting against
one's team is equivalent to rooting against one's team. This was particularly apparent in the
results from the survey, which was completed in private and, thus, respondents were not exposed
to the perspective of BAFTers. Said one respondent, "I would never bet for them to lose because
that would mean I'd have to root against them to win my bet. My team winning is more
important than winning a financial wager" (SR #146). Another wrote, "it is not possible for me to
want my team to lose so I can gain something else. Doesnt [sic] make sense to me" (SR #152).
When faced with BAFTers in the focus groups, this same belief was present. Thus, even after
BAFTers explained their position that one does not have to root against one's favorite team, nonBAFTers still could not conceive that a true fan could BAFT and concluded, "I don't think [a
BAFTer] loves the team the way I love the team" (FGM #12).
The incredulousness of non-BAFTers derives from the two groups' differing
conceptualizations of the true fan prototype. Recall that though prototypes can be real people, it
is more often the case that prototypes of large, nebulous groups (e.g., sport fans) are idealized
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abstractions of the group ideals (Hogg & Terry, 2000). Because of this, each member of the
group may have different conceptualizations of the prototypical fan, and we see this in how our
respondents define the actions of "true fans." For BAFTers, that conceptualization does not
include the idea that one shall not bet against one's team; in fact, some BAFTers view gambling
as illustrative of being even better fans because it demonstrates their superior knowledge. In
contrast, non-BAFTers' definition of the prototype prohibits betting against the team, though the
nuances in that view help to differentiate the two types of non-BAFTers: Deniers and Objectors.
4.2.2.1. Deniers
While individuals in other groups may weigh the pros and cons of BAFTing and take
action accordingly, for Deniers, BAFTing is a forbidden behavior in their view of a fan and, thus,
not something they would consider doing. Several aforementioned quotations illustrate this
position, as well as these: "I choose never to bet against my favorite team because that would
require myself to root against them, and that runs counter to the idea of being a true, loyal fan"
(SR #157), and "I never go against them and [I] believe thats [sic] what a true fan is" (SR #101).
These individuals believe that the prototypical definition of a fan does not include the
option of BAFTing and, instead, subscribe to the notion that a "true fan" exhibits themes of
loyalty, purity for the game, trust, and respect, which non-BAFTers see as antithetical to placing
a wager against one's favorite team. As such, Deniers do not consider BAFTers to be
prototypical, true fans. For example, when asked about the possibility of BAFTing, one
respondent said, "I don't believe a 'real' fan of the team would ever do so" (SR #171). At a deeper
level, these fans believe that seeing themselves as a loyal fan is always more important than
money: "I wouldn't bet against my favorite team anyways because you can't really be a true fan if
you are selfishly look [sic] out more and value your own monetary interests over your loyalty to
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the team" (SR #148). Similarly, when discussing BAFTing in the focus group, a Denier said, "I
wouldn't want to gain money from it... I just don't see how you wrap your mind around it. He's
[the Hedger] totally a lesser fan than I am" (FGM #12). This quote is particularly illustrative of
Deniers' view of themselves at the center of the fan group, or in Unruh's (1980) words, as
Insiders in the social world of fandom.
Another feature of Deniers is the unwavering optimism that their team will win. This
belief in the team ties strongly to the idea that actions or thoughts to the contrary are forms of
betrayal. That is, the non-BAFTer's image of the prototypical fan is of one who cannot have any
stake in seeing one's team falter: "I've never thought they were actually going to lose before the
game, all losses are upsets!" (SR #43). Said another Denier, "I have never placed a financial
wager that my favorite team would lose because no matter what, I truly believe that they can
always win" (SR #122).
This optimism in team success prohibits further mental consideration of emotional
hedging. That is, if a Denier always believes in a win, then there is neither space for
contemplating a potential future emotional loss nor any means to proactively correct it. This is
well illustrated by the respondent who said, "I believe every time my favorite team steps on the
field, they have a chance to win. Even if the odds were stacked against my favorite team, my
desire and passion for my team to win would outweigh any thoughts of placing a 'financial
wager' on my team to lose" (SR #111). This is illustrated in Table 3 as a win being preferable to
a loss, with no consideration of how BAFTing might impact that relationship since "Loss+$" and
"Win-$" are not options in Deniers' mental calculations.
Whereas BAFTers contemplate the possibility of a loss and opt to wager, Deniers simply
focus on the impending win. In this way, they differ from the other non-BAFTers (Objectors),
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who contemplate the possibility of a loss but elect not to wager.
4.2.2.2. Objectors
An Objector can conceive that his team will lose, and that he will suffer after the loss, but
he still chooses not to bet. For Objectors, the monetary gain does not compensate for the
emotional loss. A good illustration is the Objector who said, "I wouldn't bet against my favorite
team because it would ruin the enjoyment and excitement of the game. Yes, I could off set the
feeling of a loss if I bet on them, but… I'd rather just keep my money" (SR #105). Another
Objector referred to this feeling as being at "emotional base zero," and followed with, "When I'm
watching sports, I don't want to be 'no emotion' towards it. I want to have an actual interest to
root for them to win or root for them to lose" (FGM #3). Others added, "I do not value a
monetary prize over the win of my favorite team" (SR #257) and "It is a lose-lose situation.
Either I lose money or my favorite team loses, so there is no point" (SR #267). This quote is
interesting as it contrasts the Objector's lose-lose view of BAFTing with the Hedger's win-win
perception of the same activity. In a focus group, an Objector speaking to a Gambler observed, "I
can see how the betting can make a neutral thing pretty exciting" (FGM #4). The Objector was
not advocating or agreeing with the Gambler's position, but showed a willingness to ponder the
possibility of BAFTing for themselves.
Unlike the Denier, an Objector's view of a prototypical fan is broad enough to recognize
the possibility that others can place wagers against their favorite teams without compromising
their fanship. That is, an Objector's definition of a "true fan" includes those who BAFT—it is just
not an action from which he or she derives benefit. Said one respondent quite simply, "I
concluded that I would [not] benefit from the bet/wager" (SR #86). Emotional hedging does not
make sense to Objectors because they do not have an exchange rate between money and
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emotions that make it possible to offset emotional loss with financial gain. However, they
recognize that it may have that effect for others. In Table 3 this is illustrated by the idea that a
loss ("Loss"), a loss with financial gain ("Loss+$"), and a win with a financial loss ("Win-$") are
all equivalently inferior states for an Objector; a win ("Win") is always preferable to each of
those lesser options.
4.3. Understanding BAFTers and Non-BAFTers
Non-BAFTers (Deniers and Objectors) fit within SIT's classic view of sport fans; their
self-concept suffers from team losses and they cannot use monetary gains as a way to offset
those losses. BAFTing, on the other hand, has two unique motivations. Gamblers are motivated
by elements such as monetary gains, fun (enhancement), or socialization, rather than being
motivated to BAFT by any features of fandom. Hedgers, on the other hand, BAFT because they
are fans, a process which offers us a new perspective on fans and emotional regulation. These
fans understand that their self-concept suffers when their team loses, but rather than resorting to
traditional post hoc actions like CORFing or Blasting, these fans engage in a proactive hedge to
regulate their emotions.
5. Hedging Against Future Failure (HAFFing)
Upon cursory examination through a SIT lens, it appears that Hedgers are rooting for
failure by a part of their social selves. But, as the description and quotes above make clear, this is
not how Hedgers perceive themselves. Hedgers are dealing with a loss, and in their minds they
are not self-criticizing. Their rooting interests remain unchanged, they still bask in the glory of
team success, and they still consider themselves true fans as their definition of the prototypical
fan does not prohibit BAFTing. Their social identity is still defined by their fanship, their self-
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concept is enhanced or diminished by team performance, and they seek to engage in behaviors to
restore their self-concept. The difference is that Hedgers protect their self-concept from the
negative impact of their team's loss through the gains achieved from wagering.
All of these unique behaviors and beliefs of Hedgers allow us to identify Hedging
Against Future Failure (HAFFing) as a new form of proactive behavioral self-image
management. HAFFing occurs when, in advance of a potential loss and the corresponding
negative impact on one's self-concept, one takes action to preserve one's sense of self should a
loss occur. The term "emotional hedging" (Bosman & van Winden, 2002) is a form of HAFFing
wherein a fan proactively places a bet so that a financial gain offsets their emotional loss.
In Table 4, HAFFing is compared to other existing strategies of self-image management.
These behaviors are classified by Wann (2006) as a form of manipulation of the association a fan
has with a team. From Cialdini's (1989) perspective, these behaviors are designed to manage
both one's public and private self-image.
<insert Table 4 around here>
As Table 4 makes clear, almost all of these notable strategies for self-image management
are reactive (i.e., after the outcome of the game) and engaged in publicly. HAFFing, however, is
performed proactively and is typically private. It requires anticipation of a loss, understanding of
the negative effect of that loss on the self, and willingness to take action to manage one's selfconcept in the face of the expected loss. Both Cialdini (1989) and Wann (2006) make the point
that these image management tactics are not only designed to affect perceptions of others, but
also that "the self is often strategically presented to the self " (Finch & Cialdini, 1989, p. 229,
italics in original). Certainly, HAFFing is designed to affect oneself more than others.
The self-image management strategy analog that is closest to HAFFing is COFFing, but
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there are two key distinctions. First, COFFing is marked by the individual's decision to not BIRG
after a win. A COFFer forgoes BIRGing in order to protect himself from future association with
the team when the team eventually loses. The HAFFer, on the other hand, takes action in
advance of a game regardless of the past game's outcome. The second distinction is that, unlike
the COFFer, the HAFFer still allows himself to engage in other self-management behaviors. For
example, he can BIRG after a previous win, even in the aftermath of a game on which he placed
a wager. The COFFer minimizes the potential negative impact on his social self by distancing
himself from the team identity, but the HAFFer can still be highly, publicly identified with his
team and enjoy the self-esteem benefits that come from BIRGing.
It appears HAFFing is more common than we would expect based on the North American
view of the fan prototype. The robust array of coping mechanisms available to highly identified
fans to deal with a team loss suggests that there is a very real need to regulate emotions and
psychological health, but also that the entirety of coping mechanisms are not yet identified.
6. Discussion, Contributions, and Future Research
HAFFing lies at the intersection of several scholarly fields: it is an action taken under
uncertainty (decision making), regarding the unknown outcome of a sporting contest (sports
economics), and its motivation lies in the maintenance of a fan's self-image (social identity).
While we approached our qualitative inquiry primarily from a social identity standpoint, our
findings relate to both sport management and other adjacent fields.
In regard to social identity, there are significant implications of HAFFing as a new form
of self-identity management. First, as illustrated in Table 4, it is the first form of self-identity
management that is entirely proactive. Second, it can exist privately, which is particularly
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relevant within the North American context. Third, it is transactional. In the model of fan
engagement developed by Yoshida, Gordon, Nakazawa, and Biscaia (2014), impression
management techniques were considered forms of non-transactional spectator sport engagement
behaviors. It is now clear that image management is not entirely a public, reactive, or nontransactional process. Since professional sport organizations depend on highly identified fans as
a consistent source of revenue, the transactional nature of HAFFing should be of acute interest.
In regard to decision making, Massey et al. (2011) conclude that "people are optimistic in
their predictions—they judge preferred outcomes to be more likely than non-preferred outcomes"
(p. 279), yet our investigation into BAFTing makes it clear that this conclusion only applies to
the non-BAFTing subset of fans. Hedgers prefer a winning outcome but optimism does not blind
them to the real likelihood that their team might lose. Similarly, an analysis of reference
dependent preferences in attendance demand assumes that a fan is capable of calculating a
marginal utility (Coates, Humphreys, & Zhou, 2014), yet we found Deniers have blind optimism
that prohibits a marginal utility calculation whereas Hedgers do not. Further, this research
illustrates how both economic and psychology models should consider a fan's personal
adherence to (and definition of) the fan prototype as a variable in their decision making models.
In regard to the management of sport, because team losses are an unavoidable component
of competitive sports that create threats to team identity, managers should both monitor and
assist in maintaining strong fan identities (Trail et al., 2012). They can do so through an
understanding of SIT within the context of BAFTing as well as an understanding of the
BAFTing action itself. For interacting with HAFFers, this could mean offering alternatives to
gambling to help these fans compensate for a team's on-field loss (Doyle et al., 2016). For
example, teams could offer free concessions, return some portion of the ticket purchase, or a
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team sponsor could throw a party where fans can socialize and reinforce their shared identity
despite the team's loss. If these were not sufficient to meet a HAFFer's identity maintenance
needs, supporting the HAFFer's wagering may be more useful and profitable, especially as North
American leagues shift to a pro-gambling stance. In comments about the NBA, Commissioner
Adam Silver stated gambling "creates more engagement" ("Silver Explains", 2015), which can
explain why new NBA arenas are being built with gaming lounges. As the NBA and other
professional leagues become more accepting of gambling entities (Lefton, 2015) and invest in
popular daily fantasy leagues (Fisher, 2015), they can both increase engagement and assist
highly identified fans in maintaining their identity.
Given the differing ways in which fans define normative behaviors of the group, team
managers should also consider the perspective of Deniers who could interpret the team's progambling stance as violating the prototype of a true fan. Sport organizations that build
increasingly close relationships with gambling activity may want to balance those moves by
shaping fans' construction of the group prototype to include BAFTing. For example, promotional
materials touting gambling lounges could showcase fans who would otherwise meet the
prototypical standards. Group members redefine group norms and values based on the behaviors
of the group's core members (Hogg, 2003), thus seeing individuals perceived as close to the
group's core engaging in gambling may help convert Deniers to become Objectors (i.e., those for
whom BAFTing is acceptable but not personally worthwhile).
Further, in consideration of fan aggression that stems from the decrease in emotion
following a loss (Card & Dahl, 2011; Wann et al., 2011), HAFFing could be a way to allow fans
at high risk for fan aggression to hedge the loss and reduce the likelihood of post-game violence.
Such an extension of HAFFing could be immediately applicable to event managers, sport
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organizations, and established fans groups seeking ways to reduce fan violence, especially in
sports where hooliganism is a persistent problem.
On a broader scale, this research underscores the need for continued investigation of
individuals' techniques to deal with loss to their self-image, particularly as related to the
proactive action of HAFFing. Future research could build personality profiles that include
potential moderating variables such as predisposition to rationality (Gigerenzer & Selten, 2002),
levels of optimism (Massey et al., 2011), risk and loss aversion (Coates et al., 2014), and sport
fan motives (Wann, 1995). We encourage broad random sampling to identify the incidence of
HAFFing, especially in countries where sport gambling is legal and those where it is not. While
our sample provided a description of the activity and understanding of the participants' motives,
it is also possible there are other types of BAFTers who we do not fully understand, and that
other forms of HAFFing exist. We focused on only an individual's single strongest team identity
leading to opportunities for future research to investigate fan identification with individuals on a
team, individual sport athletes, or any of the complexities of multiple, overlapping identities
(e.g., Delia, 2015). Other factors may also play a role in BAFTing, including the type/amount of
the bet, frequency of gambling, length of the season, or the specific sport involved.
Finally, we explicitly instructed respondents to not consider fantasy sports as part of
their BAFTing behaviors. Fantasy sports players often have financial investments in their fantasy
teams and occasionally prefer their fantasy football team to be more successful than their favorite
team (e.g., Drayer et al., 2010, p. 138), which some view as a form of BAFTing. While we agree
that fantasy sports potentially incentivize fans to select and root for rival teams and players in
order to achieve financial success, we cannot generalize this research to fantasy sports. Yet, as
daily fantasy games increase in popularity and sports properties take investments in these
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pseudo-gambling businesses (Fisher, 2015), understanding the interplay between BAFTing and
fantasy sports becomes all the more important.
Conclusion
Our mixed-method exploratory investigation of the phenomenon of highly identified fans
who BAFT found two distinct motives for this seemingly non-normative behavior. Gamblers
BAFT for reasons un-related to fandom. Hedgers, on the other hand, engage in BAFTing
precisely because they are fans. This emotional hedging is a newly recognized form of selfimage management utilized by highly identified fans to proactively regulate their psychological
health. In contrast to existing, reactive forms of self-image management such as BIRGing,
CORFing, CORSing, BIRFing, Blasting, and Boosting, HAFFing requires foresight, planning,
and action to manage one's future expected mood in the face of an expected loss.
As unintuitive as HAFFing may appear at first glance, it aligns with our known
understanding of SIT. HAFFers dealing with a potential loss do not view themselves as selfcriticizing because a) their view of the fan prototype does not prohibit BAFTing, b) they still
want their team to win, and c) they prefer that their team wins and they lose money on their
wager. The identification of HAFFing as a new form of self-image management advances the
stream of research on social identity and prototypical fan behavior. Furthermore, it offers
professional sport organizations more insight into managing highly identified fans and the
expenditures they make to maintain their identity.
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Tables
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of highly identified fans who have placed financial wagers on
sports (n=190)
Non-BAFTers

BAFTers

N

150

40

Average ID

48.2

48.3

Max

300

1500

Min

1

1

Average

10

75

Median

3

8

Sport Wagers Per Year

BAFT Wagers Ever
Max

111

Min

1

Average

10

Median
4
Note: Data from survey responses. There was no significant difference between the identification
scores of BAFTers and non-BAFTers in the surveys (t(188) = 0.100, p = .92) or focus groups
(t(10) = 0.272, p = .79).
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Table 2: Coding structure of beliefs of BAFTers and non-BAFTers
Sample codes
Parent node
Highly
Identified Fan

Axial
Want the team to win
Loss decreases emotional state

Open
belief, faith, optimism, positive thinking
emotional loss, upset

BAFTer

It is acceptable for a prototypical fan to BAFT
Expert knowledge suggests team will lose
Money can compensate for emotional loss
Gambling motives take precedence over fandom

logic, rationality, separate emotion and logic
"know" the outcome; team is going to lose
hedging, win-win, regulate emotions, coping strategy
heightened emotion, enhancement, money

Non-BAFTer

Idea of BAFTing creates internal conflict
Superstition
BAFTing requires rooting against team
It is not acceptable for a prototypical fan to BAFT
Cannot contemplate possibility of a loss
Money cannot compensate for emotional loss

betrayal, criticism, guilt, decreased mood
jinxing, bad luck, karma
cannot root against team
integrity, true fan, respect, loyalty, morals, purity, trust
confidence, optimism
wins more important, lose-lose

Note. The Highly Identified Fan parent node refers to all highly identified fans whether they are BAFTers or non-BAFTers. Coding
derived from focus groups and open-ended survey responses.
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Table 3: Types of highly identified fans who gamble on sports as related to BAFTing
Term
BAFTers
Hedgers
Gamblers

Non-BAFTers
Deniers
Objectors

Description

Decision Process

BAFT to regulate emotion

Loss < Loss+$ < Win-$ < Win

Emphasize financial gains
irrespective of team affiliation

Win or Loss

Cannot fathom any fan BAFTing

Win > Loss (no calculation for
BAFTing)

Recognize BAFTing, but choose
not to (no exchange rate)

Loss = Loss+$ = Win-$ < Win

|

$

Note: In the Decision Process column, "Win" and "Loss" indicate the team's result when there is
no BAFTing. "Loss+$" indicates a team loss with financial gain for the bettor, and "Win-$"
refers to a team win with a financial loss for the bettor. Categories derived from focus groups and
open-ended survey responses.
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Table 4: Indirect self-image management behaviors
Behavior
Situation
HAFFing (Hedging Before potential
Against Future
team failure
Failure)

Timing
Proactive

Visibility
Private, but
can be public

Key literature
Agha & Tyler

COFFing (Cutting
Off Future Failure)

Before potential
team failure and
after team success

Proactive
and
Reactive

Private (as
defined by the
absence of
public
expression)

Wann, Hamlet, Wilson,
& Hodges, 1995

BIRGing (Basking
In Reflected
Glory); Boasting

After team success Reactive

Public

Cialdini et al., 1976;
Cialdini, 1989

CORSing (Cutting
Off Reflected
Success)

After team success Reactive

Public

Campbell, Aiken, &
Kent, 2004

BIRFing (Basking
In Spite of
Reflected Failure)

After team failure

Reactive

Public

Campbell, Aiken, &
Kent, 2004

Boosting

After team failure

Reactive

Public

Finch & Cialdini, 1989

Burnishing

After team failure

Reactive

Public

Cialdini & Richardson,
1980

CORFing (Cutting
Off Reflected
Failure); Burying

After team failure

Reactive

Public

Snyder, Lassegard, &
Ford, 1986; Cialdini,
1989

Blasting

After team failure

Reactive

Public

Cialdini & Richardson,
1980

Glory out of
Reflected Failure
(GORFing);
Blaring

After rival team's
failure

Reactive

Public

Havard, 2014; Cialdini,
1989

